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GALLOPADE MAKES TEACHING EASIER 
For over 43 years, Gallopade has partnered with 
educators to create curriculum and supplemental 
resources that provide an array of grade-appropriate 
resources to teach, test, and measure Social Stud-
ies standards mastery. Florida’s updated standards 
present a new opportunity for us to provide a one-
of-a-kind curriculum created especially for you and 
your students.

Gallopade Curriculum offers a comprehensive and 
flexible program designed to engage students in a 

robust and interactive learning experience that is 
100% aligned with the Next Generation Sunshine 

State Social Studies Standards. 

We combine print and digital tools such as primary 
source analysis, writing prompts, and project-based 
learning to create a dynamic learning platform built 
for your state. Gallopade Curriculum gives students 
the tools necessary to thrive in their academic 
endeavors as they build their skill sets, boost their 
confidence, and develop a passion for learning. 

WHY GALLOPADE?
Our program incorporates proven methods, an abundance of resources, the ability to customize, and the 
flexibility you need in the classroom - all 100% aligned to your state standards. We make teaching easier 

and learning fun!

For Every Student

Gallopade’s Curriculum is purposefully designed 
and prepared with consideration for all of Florida’s 
varied learners and provides differentiation strategies 
and lessons, supporting resources for remediation, 
advanced learners, English Language Learners (ELL), 
and more.

Standards Aligned

Gallopade Curriculum is written and curated to align 
with the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards 
and Florida’s BEST Standards for English Language 
Arts. When your standards change, Gallopade Cur-
riculum changes with them. 

Evidence-Based 
Our proven “small-bites” approach helps students 
of all learning styles understand and retain essential 
Social Studies standards and skills. 

Flexible

Gallopade offers print resources and online access 
to an array of pre-organized and assignable content, 
tools, and resources for teachers and students, suit-
able for all learning environments.

Organized

Gallopade Curriculum provides everything needed 
to teach the standards. Content is organized by units 
and chapters, allowing teachers to easily locate and 
assign content, activities, assessments, and grade 
assignments.

Consumable

Students receive their own books to write in and 
have the option to make annotations in their digital 
versions.

Proven 
Our partners love our program. Teachers say that 
the Gallopade Curriculum makes their jobs easier, 
and they don’t require additional resources to cover 
Social Studies standards. Gallopade’s methods and 
approach make students more engaged and involved 
with the subject. 

GALLOPADE’S APPROACH
Gallopade Curriculum uses multiple evidence-based instructional theories to achieve success in 
Social Studies education. Core strategies throughout the program include chunking content, 
interactive learning methods, and an emphasis on standards-based instruction. 

By using the concept of chunking or “small bites,” students can more easily process and place 
knowledge into their short-term memory without overwhelming their cognitive load. 

We pair this approach with reinforcement activities that support active or interactive learn-
ing. Students engage in critical thinking exercises related to the content, gaining a deeper 
understanding of the information as it solidifies in their long-term memory. They build their 
own representations and incorporate new information into their pre-existing knowledge. 

Gallopade ensures that our curriculum is accessible to all learners. Students are engaged 
with the subject matter. This ensures standards mastery and fosters a passion for Social 
Studies and lifelong learning.
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NEW FOR FLORIDA! 
 • All new content aligns with Florida’s Next Generation Sunshine 

State Standards, including new Civics and Government 
standards

 • Updated design with more imagery, larger maps, primary sources, 
and engaging graphic features

 • New student activities, online and in print; a majority of online 
student activities are auto-gradable

 • Robust Teacher’s Editions include everything an 
educator needs, all in one place

 • New Unit Activities for teachers, including Curated 
Content Boards and Learning Targets for teachers 
and students

 • At-Home Support materials for teachers to use 
to keep parents informed and engaged so that 
they can reinforce classroom learning at home

 • Enhanced digital platform with the read-
speaker ability and alt-text for all images

 • New Correlation Guides & Standard 
Searching enlists resources that help 
Teachers locate and use elements 
that correlate to the 
standards
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STUDENT BOOK 
Gallopade combines content and activities in an effective and engaging approach. The Florida Student Book provides students 
with an interactive learning experience, implementing easy-to-use content for students in grades K-8 while meeting Florida’s Next 
Generation Sunshine State Standards for Social Studies.

Student books are built on the repetitive learning cycle of “small bites” of information and reinforcement activities to create an active, 
effective, and hands-on learning experience. 

Each unit begins with “Big Questions” that serve as the anchor for the content and activities ahead. Many primary sources are inte-
grated throughout the Student Book to enhance learning, deepen understanding, and increase analytical skills.

The Student Book includes various student-led supporting activities with easy-to-understand illustrated instructions.
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Student Book Activities Include:
 • Analyze Charts and Graphs
 • Assess Your Understanding
 • Building an Argument
 • Cause and Effect
 • Chronological Events
 • Critical Thinking
 • Compare and Contrast
 • Data Analysis

 • Express Your Opinion
 • Fact and Opinion
 • Interpreting Historical 

Sources
 • Map Skill-Builders
 • Math Counts
 • Point of View
 • Primary Source Analysis

 • Problem-Solution
 • Research It
 • Timelines
 • True or False
 • Writing Prompts
 • And More! 

No Ordinary Textbook

Gallopade combines content and activities in one innovative program. 
Students receive a book that’s theirs to write in and interact with, providing 
a consumable option that guarantees standards alignment, year after year.

Students and educators need a solution that is effective, easy to use, and flexible. Your Gallopade Curriculum provides a wide variety of 
print and digital resources so that educators can tailor their use to their classes and ensure student success.

GALLOPADE CURRICULUM INCLUDES

STUDENT BOOK 

Gallopade combines content with in-
teractive activities to create a unique 
Student Book, unlike traditional text-
books. 

TEACHER’S EDITION

The Teacher’s Edition provides an-
swers to all questions and activities, 
planning pages, a pacing guide, and 
a variety of materials that are ready-
to-use and easily adaptable for class-
room instruction. 

TEACHING TOOLS

Assignable tools and activities that 
add rigor to instruction with a focus 
on inquiry, critical thinking, writing, 
literacy, and processing skills. 

CURRATED CONTENT 
BOARDS IMAGE PACKS

This visual learning resource helps 
make lessons more interesting and 
effective. Carefully selected high-qual-
ity, high-resolution images, including 
primary sources, align to the lessons 
and correlate with the standard to 
provide hands-on examples that en-
gage students with the content and 
save you time.

BIOGRAPHY READERS 

Interactive and informative readers 
correlated to the standards that bring 
historical figures to life and add to stu-
dents’ knowledge and comprehension.

EXPERTRACK 
ASSESSMENTS 

Auto-graded and pre-built Check-
point, Benchmark, and End-of-Year 
assessments cover core content and 
skills. 

GRADING + REPORTING 

Easily measure and assess student 
success with district, school, class, 
and student-level reports. 

GALLOPADE CURRICULUM 
ONLINE

Gallopade’s online platform empowers 
teachers with everything they need 
to plan, teach, assign, and measure 
class success. Students are engaged 
in a digital learning experience that is 
organized, flexible, and easy-to-use. 

ONGOING SUPPORT 

When you have questions, we have 
the answers; support.gallopade.com 
puts you in touch with someone 
from our Customer Success team 
whenever you need assistance.
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TEACHER’S EDITION 
Designed by teachers for teachers. The Teacher’s Edition is a robust, dynamic, and all-inclusive resource that works for you and your 
students. The Teacher’s Edition highlights various ways to introduce the material and teach with supporting differentiation and ex-
tension recommendations, and formatively assess the content.
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Your Teacher’s Edition Includes:
 • Learning objectives, 

openers, and instructional 
strategies to build each 
lesson 

 • An overview of the topics 
featured in each unit

 • Learning Targets that make 
content more accessible to 

your students 
 • Sample questions that 

spark inquiry
 • Student-friendly definitions 

for essential vocabulary
 • Materials and tips that 

help customize lessons for 
students of all ability levels 

 • Step-by-step instructions 
for how to use a variety of 
resources and activities

 • Ideas for teaching Social 
Studies across the 
curriculum 

 • Differentiated Learning 
support, strategies, and 

lessons for every unit
 • Additional Teacher 

resources for a range 
of activities such as, 
Remediation, ELL, 
Project-Based Learning, & 
Extension

 • And More!

All-In-One Answer Key

Answers to the questions and activities in the Student Book are included in 
the Teacher’s Edition.

Planning Guides

Planning Guides at the beginning of each lesson or each chapter give you a 
place to document your goals, priorities, calendar, and notes for customized 
instruction and differentiation strategies. 

Unit & Chapter Openers 
Openers provide instructional strategies to activate existing knowledge and 
real-world experiences. 

Customizable

Materials can be used in various classroom models, including traditional whole 
group, rotational learning, mini-lesson format, group and personal choice boards, 
and student-led teaching.

Other Instructional Resources Include: 
 • The Big Question & Supporting Questions
 • Student Book Correlation
 • Unit Activities
 • Teaching Tools
 • Curated Content Boards
 • And More!
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TEACHING TOOLS 
From day one, teachers have a comprehensive program that will prepare every student at every level. Our extensive teacher materials 
make it easy to build your daily lesson plan.

Teaching Tools are organized to match Student Book units and chapters, making it simple to access the resources you want to use. 
Each unit and chapter includes various Teaching Tools to help engage students with the content. Courses include writing prompts, 
primary source analysis activities, graphic organizers, project-based learning, and more! 

With these tools, you can launch instruction, meet local requirements, build literacy and vocabulary, boost rigor with primary source 
analysis, and maximize student comprehension. 

Simply put, Gallopade’s Teaching Tools help enhance instruction and save you time. Your Teacher’s Edition and online resources pro-
vide information about the tools, and we provide a full printed set of your Teaching Tools in case you prefer to work with a printout. 
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Beyond the Book

 • Launch instruction with student engagement and inquiry

 • Meet local requirements to identify learning objectives

 • Connect content to social studies themes and enduring 
essential questions with ease

 • Boost rigor with primary source analysis, project-based 
learning, graphic organizers, and more

 • Build literacy, vocabulary, and writing skills

 • Maximize student comprehension with Scavenger Hunts 
and Study Guides

Features 

 • Complete activities online with digital annotation tools

 • Choose to hide and show resources

 • Choose which assignments must be completed

 • Track completed student assignments.

 • Read Aloud feature supports comprehension and fluency 
by having the text spoken aloud while students follow 
along. 

 • PDF markup tools make it easier for students to complete 
activities online
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©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.

©Gallopade • All Rights Reserved • www.gallopade.com
Permission is granted to use Toolbox only with students for whom a current-year Experience Class Set is purchased.

THE ROLE OF OUR STATE 
GOVERNOR

Just like our nation has a constitution, our state does 
too.  It is the role of our state’s governor to enforce our 
state’s constitution.  Who is the governor of our state?

Each one of our 50 states has a governor and a 
lieutenant governor.  They help make laws for our state 
and handle our state’s money.  Our governor serves for 
four years.  He or she must be elected by citizens of our 
state.

Our state governor gives an annual “State of the State 
Address” to Florida citizens.  This informs citizens of our 
state about decisions and progress that is being made 
by our state government.

Our governor lives in our state’s capital, Tallahassee.  The Florida Capitol building is where our 
governor and representatives of our state meet to make laws for our state.

Higher-Order Thinking
Why is it important for each state to have its own constitution and governor?

Extension Activity
Home/Class/Center:  If you could meet with our governor, what would you ask to change about 
our state?
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CURATED CONTENT BOARD IMAGE PACKS
Gallopade Curriculum provides Curated Content Boards for each unit to help make the content more interesting, memo-
rable, and effective. We’ve carefully sorted and selected a variety of images, including Primary Sources, that align to the 
lessons, and correlate with the standards. CCB Image Packs provide hands-on examples of these resources to engage 
your students with the content and to save you time. 

These high quality, high resolution images are printed on sturdy card stock to facilitate frequent use in instruction, stand 
up to repeated use, or can be posted around your classroom or used in centers.  
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Using Curated Content Boards 

Students can deepen their knowledge and understanding of history by analyzing and organizing these Primary and Sec-
ondary Sources as they connect them using their critical thinking skills. They can be used to engage students in using 
Primary and Secondary Source images such as Lesson Openers, Bellringers, Exit Tickets, End-of-Unit Review, etc

BIOGRAPHY READERS 
Biography Readers provide additional informa-
tion about notable historical figures featured in 
student lessons. Expand students’ knowledge of 
the life and contributions of significant figures 
and build reading skills. Each reader includes a 
glossary, facts, puzzles, achievement highlights, 
and more.

Available: Grades 1-5 | PRINT + 
DIGITAL 

VOCAB POP QUIZ
STORY

FULL 
SCREEN

INTRO

With his printing business going 
well, Ben turned it over to his 

foreman so he could have more 
time for his scientific experiments.  

Ben invented the Franklin stove, 
which provided more heat and 

used less wood than a fireplace.  
He also invented the lightning rod 

after discovering that lightning 
has electricity in it.Ben learned 

about electricity by flying a kite with a key attached to it during a storm!
 • Easy-To-Read Stories 
 • Interactive Exercises
 • Highlighted Events & Achievements

 • Multi-Level Student Engagement
 • Comprehension-Centric Activities 

and Quizzes
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MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES 
Strategically selected resources go beyond the classroom to 
engage students with primary and secondary sources. These 
enhance lessons and illustrate key concepts with each source 
broken down by chapter to save you time.
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Varied Formats 

 • Photographs
 • Diagrams
 • Infographics
 • Political cartoons
 • Paintings
 • Infographics
 • Diagrams
 • Videos 
 • Primary Sources 
 • Internet Links

Enhanced Learning Process  

 • Boost Creativity
 • Encourage student 

engagement and 
collaboration

 • Creative alternatives for 
learning about specific 
topics

 • Videos help explain complex 
ideas

 • Assign as homework or in-
class review

EXPERTRACK 
ExperTrack includes pre-built, auto-graded assessments by grade to measure 
Formative, Summative, and Benchmark progress and provide results data to 
inform instruction. Throughout the year, students deepen their understanding 
and strengthen their ability to apply the knowledge and skills they learn. 

Checkpoints improve learning outcomes by using standards-based questions 
across all Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels to identify students’ compre-
hension of key content. Assessments are provided for every chapter or every 
unit (depending on grade), so educators can access real-time results data 
and use it to inform instruction. 

Teachers can correct misconceptions, provide remediation, and reinforce 
learning by projecting or screen-sharing questions and discussing them 
with their class or in small groups as needed. Teachers can reassign Check-
points to all or individual students to provide them with an opportunity to 
demonstrate improvements in mastery and comprehension.

Students improve comprehension, deepen understanding, and strengthen 
their ability to apply the knowledge and skills they learn.
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Question Types 

 • Multiple Choice 
 • Order of Events

 • Categorization
 • Map Skills

 • Tables & Charts
 • Drag & Drop

 • Matching
 • Venn Diagram

 • And More!

Item Bank: Teachers can create their 
own assessments using a pre-existing, 
standards-aligned bank of questions, 
allowing for customization and student 
personalization. 

Benchmarks: Measure and document an-
nual student progress and improvement. 

Checkpoints: Evaluate understanding and 
comprehension after each chapter or unit. 

End-of-Year Assessment: Ensure cu-
mulative understanding of content and 
skills learned throughout the school year. 
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GALLOPADE CURRICULUM ONLINE
Gallopade Curriculum Online is an engaging, interactive, and comprehensive digital 
core curriculum, 100% aligned to the Next Generation Sunshine State Standards for 
Social Studies, that is easy for teachers to use and fun for students! Gallopade Online 
provides an all-in-one platform for teachers to incorporate digital instruction into their 
lessons and for districts that need a complete digital solution.

Students interact with various elements, including videos, slideshows, audio, pop-ups, 
and other skill-building exercises, allowing students to actively learn using a combina-
tion of components, most of which can be assigned and completed in class or online.
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 • Standards Aligned 

 • Gallopade Curriculum Online is 100% aligned with the latest Florida Standards. 

 • Evidence-Based 

 • Gallopade Curriculum Online is proven to increase retention and comprehension 
while following a “small-bites,” inquiry-based format to enhance literacy and 
critical thinking skills. 

 • Gallopade Online is Integrated with: 

 • Clever

 • ClassLink 

 • Canvas

 • Google Classroom

 • Schoology

 • And More!
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PUTTING IT 
TOGETHER 
All elements of Gallopade’s Curriculum program 
provide an extensive system that allows you to guide 
students through a customized learning experience 
that positively impacts their mastery of the standards. 
Resources vary by grade and chapter. 

 Hit Learning Targets with Accuracy

Begin each chapter by selecting additional instructional strategies 
to use throughout the lesson. Social Studies Themes help you 
connect content to big concepts and Enduring Understandings.

 Schedule Assignments

Assign to the entire class or individual students, 
and customize start/end dates.

1 PLANNING
Create assignments with Gallopade Curriculum Online, browse 
resources organized by unit and chapter, and easily choose which 
content and activities to assign. 

 • Schedule assignments for the entire class or individual students

 • Plan and document your instructional calendar, including planning 
strategies

 • Meet learning objectives with accuracy

 Teachers’ Edition

Plan and document your instructional calendar and strategies with Unit 
Planning Pages. Reference which Teaching Tools are available online. 
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3 REINFORCE
Gallopade Curriculum’s content and resources 
combine to enhance and elevate instruction 
while ensuring Social Studies comprehension.

 Teaching Tools 

Teachers can expand instruction beyond the 
Student Book with online tools, and your printed 
binder with resources organized by chapter for 
reinforcement, remediation, and enrichment.

Chapter Reviews 

Study Guides and Vocabulary Reviews include 
detailed, key-point reviews of what students 
need to know and more. They make an excel-
lent reverse road map for each chapter or unit. 
Assign them as homework, an open-book test, 
or an in-class review. 

 Assignments 

Teacher View
Teachers can view assignments from the student’s point 
of view and monitor student completion of assignments. 

Student View
Students can easily access the Student eBook and assigned 
activities in their Digital Course. 

2 TEACH
Students read, learn, and interact with their Student 
Book or eBook, whether in the classroom or at home.

 Comprehension Activities 

 • Quizzes and comprehension activities follow each 
“small bite” of information, encouraging students to 
recall and analyze learned content

 • Students interact with various elements, including 
videos, slideshows, audio, pop-ups, and other skill-
building exercises

Accessibility

Students can access and interact with the online Stu-
dent eBook, draw, highlight, take notes, and submit 
completed activities. Student eBook access allows 
students to take notes and complete activities.
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 Read Aloud & Translation

Increase class accessibility with tools designed to 
meet UDL requirements and aid students’ attention 
and focus.

 Multimedia Resources

Receive access to multimedia resources, including videos, 
images, primary sources, and internet links within each course.

 

Super Civil Rights Leader

Martin Luther King, Jr., was born on January 
15, 1929, in Atlanta, Georgia.  He was the son of 
Reverend Martin Luther King, Sr., and Alberta 
Williams King.  Martin’s father was a pastor at a 

popular Baptist church in Atlanta.

Martin became aware 
of prejudice and 

inequality as a black 
child growing up in the 

South.

Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

 Biography Readers

Bring historical figures to life while im-
proving reading skills. Gallopade’s 1000 
Readers, incorporates activities, fun 
facts, and quizzes to help to reinforce 
and retain knowledge. 

 Curated Content Board  

 Image Packs 

Engage students in using and analyzing Primary 
and Secondary Source Images to deepen their 
knowledge and understanding of the standards. 
Carefully curated and correlated, high-resolution 
images bring history to life!.
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6 BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

 Ongoing Support 

Our team of experts is available to help you with anything you need, from 
training and support to tips for navigating your tools and online resources with 
ease. We’re here to help you succeed – so you can help students do the same! 

Continuous support is available through in-person training, live webinars, knowl-
edge base articles, and online chat. Our team is proactively involved in your 
experience to ensure you are using Gallopade Curriculum to its full potential.

When you have questions, we have answers. Support.gallopade.com puts 
you in touch with a member of our Customer Success team whenever you 
need assistance. 

 At-Home Support 

Families can take an active role in their child’s 
success with digital access to student materials 
and will receive newsletters for each unit, as 
well as at-home support activities and ideas 
to continue learning outside of the classroom. 
Families and teachers have equal access to the 
print and digital components at their fingertips. 

4 TEST & ASSESS

 ExperTrack Assessment

With ExperTrack, teachers can review core content and 
assess skills using the pre-built, auto-graded assessment 
questions for each grade—or create your own assessment 
using questions from Gallopade’s item bank.

5 MEASURE & MONITOR

 Grading & Reporting

Document students’ progress throughout the shool year. Assess 
classes and students by standard, content type, and activity.
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 SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES 
Available for all 50 states!

We offer a variety of supplemental materials 
covering Social Studies standards. Enhance 
your students’ learning experience with 
these state and grade-level specific, 
interactive resources.

Scan QR code or visit gallopade.com to 
browse Florida’s Supplemental Resources.
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* Prices are subject to change. Not responsible for errors or omissions in this catalog.

MEET YOUR GALLOPADE TEAM 
FOR FLORIDA

 

Gallopade’s Representatives are here for you, every step of the way. For additional information on 
class set options, multi-year adoptions, and custom quotes, please reach out to our Curriculum 
Consultants for additional information. Simply scan the QR code to add them to your contacts.
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View a Demo 
& Request a 
Sample at

gallopadecurriculum.com

2023

P.O. Box 2779 
Peachtree City, GA 30269

TEL: 800-536-2438 
FAX: 800-871-2979

orders@gallopade.com 
gallopadecurriculum.com  
gallopade.com 
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FLORIDA
Social Studies
Your Trusted Partner in Education

Scan the QR Code to 
View this Catalog Online

@gallopadeinternational

  @gallopade  

  @gallopadekids

  @gallopadebooks

THERE’S MORE TO DISCOVER
SALES

Greg Farmer
800.536.2438 x114
National Curriculum Manager
greg@gallopade.com

North Florida & Central &
The Panhandle South Florida
Mary Davis Vivian Bernstein
800.536.2438 x113 800.536.2438 x131
Curriculum Consultants Curriculum Consultants
mary@gallopade.com vivian@gallopade.com

 

SHIPPING & TERMS

Standard Shipping: 3-8 business days, 10%, $10 minimum 
Saver Shipping: 7-10 days, 6%, $5 minimum 
If the customer specifies no shipping method, standard shipping 
applies. 

Curriculum materials are available from Florida School Book 
Depository (FSBD).
 

TERMS & CONDITIONS

All public institutions and/or established accounts with autho-
rized purchase orders may charge their orders. Terms are Net 
30 days. Gallopade is the sole source provider for the Gallopade 
Curriculum and all its products.

GET IN TOUCH

Call For a Quote:  800.536.2438
Fax:  800.871.2979
Mail: Gallopade | PO BOX 2779 | Peachtree City, GA, 30269
Order Online:  gallopade.com 

Scan the QR code below to fill out a custom quote form,
or visit gallopadecurriculum.com.

LEARN MORE

Visit gallopadecurriculum.com/florida to learn more or contact 
your regional Curriculum Consultant for additional information 
and to schedule a demonstration. Scan the QR code below to...

Receive the Latest 
Updates on Florida from 

Gallopade Curriculum

View the Online
Florida Curriculum

Catalog


